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1) The roles of Mark-up in Electronic Documents

Computers cannot understand "natural languages" (e.g. English, Chinese, 
Spanish, Welsh).

The computer therefore relies entirely on “markup” to work out the necessary 
styles to render pages on a computer screen

“Mark-up” is the term for instructions that indicate what particular parts of the 
text are, or how it should be used. Years ago an authors and editors would 
annotate – “mark up” - parts of a typescript ( e.g. “bold, centred heading” ) 
because the typescript  would have been typed on a typewriter was capable 
only of typing in one size and style. The term is now used for computer-
readable instructions that fulfil the same role. The “ML” in HTML, XML etc. 
stands for “Mark-up”.

Look at the following sample of HTML from the Website of the National 
Assembly for Wales. Unless you can read Welsh, you are in a similar situation 
to the computer – you don’t understand the text, but you could follow the 
instructions <which are in angle brackets> to set it out.:

<font face="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="4"><B>Ystadegau 
      Cymru</B></font><!-- #EndEditable --><br>
       <font size="1"> <!-- Start of Page Menu --> 
</font> <p><!-- #BeginEditable "linkarea" --><FONT FACE="Verdana, 
Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" SIZE="2"><A HREF="service.htm">Safonau 
Gwasanaeth</A></FONT><!-- #EndEditable --></p><font size="1"><!--
End of Page Menu --> 
</font> <p><br> <!-- Start Main Content Cell --> <font size="3"> 
</font></p>
      <font size="3"><!-- #BeginEditable "textarea" --><font size="2"> 
      <p><FONT face="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif">Mae 
Cyfarwyddiaeth 
        Ystadegau Cynulliad Cenedlaethol Cymru yn gweithio mewn 
partneriaeth ag 
        adrannau yn Whitehall, llywodraeth leol, yr NHS ac eraill i lunio, 
dadansoddi, 
        ymestyn a gwella ystadegau swyddogol sy'n ymwneud â 
Chymru.</FONT></p>
      <p><FONT face="Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif">Y nod sydd 
gennym 
        yw cefnogi'r gwaith o wneud penderfyniadau, dyrannu adnoddau, 
ymchwilio 
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        a thrafod o fewn y llywodraeth a'r gymuned ehangach a hynny drwy 
ddarparu 
        gwasanaeth ystadegol dibynadwy ac effeithlon nad yw'n gwneud 
galwadau 
        diangen ar y rhai sy'n rhoi'r data. <a 
href="publications/stats_plan/plan.htm">National 
       Assembly Statistics Plan</a></FONT> </p>

Box 1: Sample of HTML from a web page in Welsh.

How it looks on screen

The computer interprets the material in angle brackets (< and >) as markup 
instructions and so creates a page of text like this

Ystadegau Cymru
Safonau Gwasanaeth
Mae Cyfarwyddiaeth Ystadegau Cynulliad Cenedlaethol Cymru yn gweithio 
mewn partneriaeth ag adrannau yn Whitehall, llywodraeth leol, yr NHS ac eraill 
i lunio, dadansoddi, ymestyn a gwella ystadegau swyddogol sy'n ymwneud â 
Chymru.
Y nod sydd gennym yw cefnogi'r gwaith o wneud penderfyniadau, dyrannu 
adnoddau, ymchwilio a thrafod o fewn y llywodraeth a'r gymuned ehangach a 
hynny drwy ddarparu gwasanaeth ystadegol dibynadwy ac effeithlon nad yw'n 
gwneud galwadau diangen ar y rhai sy'n rhoi'r data. National Assembly 
Statistics Plan

or in English:

Statistics Wales

Standards of Service

The National Assembly's Statistical Directorate is working in partnership with 
Whitehall departments, local government, the NHS and others to compile, 
analyse, extend and improve official statistics relating to Wales Our aim is to 
support decision making, resource allocation, research and debate within 
government and the wider community by providing a reliable efficient 
statistical service which imposes no unnecessary demands on those who 
supply the data. The work is summarised in the National Assembly Statistics 
Plan

In this example, mark-up has been used mainly to indicate how text should 
appear on a computer screen. But notice that the text contains active weblinks 
(if you are viewing this document on screen in Microsoft Word you may be able 
to click them to link to the web page). This is an example of a further use of 
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mark-up – to indicate some special property of that piece of text (in this case 
that it is a hyperlink to a web page).

2) What is wrong with HTML and SGML? 

What is wrong With HTML?

 It only really covers appearance of text, rarely what the text means or any 
special properties it might have.

 All pages have to use a pre-set system of tags.
 Performance issues - “the glorified fax machine” (every time you click/type 

on an HTML page, the page has to consult its server for more instructions).

Example

In HTML, this is just bold text on a red background. The computer cannot read 
English, and so cannot tell what it means
In XML (or SGML) it can be tagged so the computer can tell it is a warning 
statement. Computers processing this information could be programmed to 
react to such warnings in a special way. 

What is wrong with SGML?

HTML is actually a very simplified form of another mark-up language, SGML. 
SGML came from computer/technology industries wanting non-proprietary 
format for archiving - they can keep SGML documents in house throughout the 
entire lifecycle of writing, editing, storing, reading. By contrast, a publisher 
necessarily produces information for use by others.

SGML has been disappointing to publishers because:

 Difficult for typesetters to use

Warning
This treatment should not 

be given to pregnant 
or breastfeeding 

women
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 Over-reliance on a few specialised staff
 Re-use opportunities just turning up, and are largely not things SGML can 

do without further processing (e.g to HTML to make web pages)

So XML?
Since SGML is too complex and geeky, and HTML is too simple, it was decided 
to make a compromise, XML.

XML is a simplified and standardised form of SGML, but not such an extreme 
simplification as HTML. It retains some of the useful features of SGML that 
were removed from HTML.

Key features:
 You can make up your own tags to encode meaning. A file called the DTD 

(Document Type Definition) travels with the XML document, so that 
computers can work out what these non-standard tags mean.

 These rules can be used to help automate production – e.g. introduce an 
automated check that certain rules are being followed (that all references in 
the document match the reference list, say).

 The XML can carry “metadata” – useful information about the document 
that does not appear in the text itself. 

 XML is a non-proprietary standard that is now widespread - so easy to find 
systems that will be able to use it.


